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BUCK STOPS HERE, THE

A.C.E. IT: HOW TO SOLVE TOUGH WORKPLACE PROBLEMS

(MONAD) 6 minute DVD
Hosted by Chuck Connors, and based on president Harry S. Truman’s famous saying,
this historical, Western drama, focuses on the critical skills of leadership, decisionmaking, responsibility, risk-taking, and accepting challenge.

(MONAD) 19 minute DVD, with ancillary materials
Offers a model to help employees to address and resolve stressful workplace
problems; manager to employee, co-worker to co-worker or individually.
ACHIEVING SUPERVISORY EXCELLENCE

BURY MY HEART AT CONFERENCE ROOM B

(MONAD) 22 minute DVD
Various office and factory supervisors deal with an array of common situations,
problems and challenges, using 5 key strategies for success.

(MONAD) 24 minute DVD with ancillary materials
Featuring Stan Slap and a revolutionary program to increase management commitment, reduce turnover, and get support for corporate stategies.

ACT ON IT! THE ART OF DECISION-MAKING

(MONAD/MIINDLINK) 17 minute DVD
Through a keynote speech and animated parable, viewers learn easy-tofollow, simple to implement tools for making well thought-out, thorough and
productive decisions.

C & THE BOX

A.C.T. WITH INTEGRITY

CHANGE, IT’S YOUR CHOICE

6 minute DVD program
A humorous, animated video, illustrating the need for people to break free of old
assumptions, limitations, negativity, etc., so as to grow, develop, and innovate.

(MONAD/MINDLINK) 5 minute DVD
This fast-moving video uses a myriad of quotes and limited images that
pop up vigorously. Viewers experience an instant and overwhelming sense
of what is change.

(MONAD) 18 minute DVD, with ancillary materials
With 12 case studies, this video offers business ethics training for use as a vital
compliment to any business practices and legal compliance program.
ALL PRO: CONVERSATIONS WITH CHAMPIONS

CLOWN

(MONAD) 30 minute DVD
Merlin Olsen a former, star football player, interviews and presents video
segments of elite sport champions. Featuring such famous personalties as:
Tom Seaver (baseball pitcher), Virginia Wade (tennis player), Bill Shoemaker
(jockey), and Bill Russell (basketball player).

(MONAD) 12 minute DVD
Originally viewed on HBO, this unique, entertaining and thought-provoking
program deals with all aspects of diversity and discrimination; applicable
to everyone.
COURTESY OR CONSEQUENCES

BE S.A.F.E. (NOT SORRY) PREVENTING VIOLENCE IN THE WORKPLACE

(MONAD) 27 minutes
A humorous video for salespeople (and other persons) reviewing many aspects
of business etiquette, common courtesy and concern for others.

(MONAD) 17 minute, DVD with ancillary materials
Using the acronym S.A.F.E., it shows viewers the actions to take in being aware
of how to head off workplace threats and keep themselves safe.

COURAGE TO COACH RETAIL, THE

BERFUNKLE

(MONAD) 19 minute VHS/DVD with ancillary materials
Showing several workplaces, 5 key steps of coaching are illustrated using,
“What would you do?” style vignettes.

(MONAD) 10 minute DVD
This humorous animation demonstrates the problems of verbal communication; and how a single word (or phrase) can mean different things to different
people. Especially when the word’s meaning can be altered by personal action,
voice inflection, and facial expression.

CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTRAL: THE ESSENTIALS OF GREAT SERVICE

(MONAD) 18 minutes
Darell Hammond (in a retail setting) offers key skills for initiating strategies and
guidelines that creates exceptional customer service.

BEST IN THE FIELD: THE 5 STARS OF SERVICE SUCCESS

(MONAD) 22 minute DVD
Focusing on people skills, 3 people involved in field servicing, review 5 key
points of maintaining their customer’s equipment, as well as their good graces.

DO IT RIGHT

(MONAD) 4 minute DVD
A fast-paced, motivational video, dealing with quality, and being committed to
completing tasks successfully. Extremely upbeat!

BODY LANGUAGE AT WORK

(MONAD) 11 minute DVD
This program, featuring Peter Clayton, offers 8 key points for successfully dealing
with this unspoken form of communication that everyone exper- iences daily.

DO YOU BELIEVE IN MIRACLES?

(MONAD) 24 minute DVD
Want to see a great moment in Olympic history? Then see how an amateur, underdog, but highly motivated US Hockey Team won a 1980 Olympic Gold Medal; and
it’s stunning upset of the top seeded, professional, Russian National Hockey Team.

BREAKTHROUGH LISTENING

(MONAD) 20 minute DVD
Offers 3 key points in developing the skills to counter the issues that block
effective communication and undermine productive listening.

DON’T FIRE THEM, FIRE THEM UP

(MONAD) 20 minute DVD
Shows the success concepts, sales managers, need to instill in their people to
induce motivation, positive attitudes and customer concern.

BRIDGING THE DISTANCE: VIRTUAL TEAMS ON THE ROAD TO RESULTS

(MONAD/MIINDLINK) program with a 17 minute DVD
Based on Deborah Dininocenzo’s book, “101 Tips for Telecommuters,” the
video offers 7 key points for developing virtual team success.
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EGG, THE

HOW TO SAY IT

(MONAD) 1 minute
Meeting opener dealing with change, how it occurs, and resistance to it.

(MONAD) 18 minute DVD
Offers skills on communicating effectively in person, over the phone, and in
writing, to motivate others and gets results.

EMMA’S CHOICE

(MONAD) 17 minute DVD
A happy, productive, team oriented employee, creates a dilemma for her manager.
She’s entitled to a promotion, but he doesn’t want to lose her. For Employee
Retension, Communication, and Career Development programs.

HOW TO WIN CUSTOMERS AND KEEP THEM FOR LIFE

EVERYBODY WINS: HOW TO TURN CONFLICT INTO COLLABORATION

HOW TO WIN CUSTOMERS AND KEEP THEM FOR LIFE

(MONAD) 19 minute DVD with ancillary materials
Shows how to deal and recognize 3 common conflict situations in the workplace:
Peer-to-Peer; Work-Team; and Manager-to-Employee.

(MONAD) 30 minute DVD
Based on Michael LeBoeuf’s book, “The Rewarded Customer Buys, Multiplies,
and Comes Back,” it shows how to sell, satisfy and reward customers.

FACE TO FACE

IN CHARGE

(MONAD) 30 minute DVD
Based on Michael LeBoeuf’s book, “The Rewarded Customer Buys, Multiplies,
and Comes Back,” it shows how to sell, satisfy and reward customers.

MONAD) 15 minute DVD
Hosted by Jim Tunney, a football referee who details 10 qualities of leadership
by correlating them to successfully reffing a football game.

(MONAD) 30 minutes
Ferd Fournier’s on successfully coaching and counseling of subordinates.
FACES

INSTANT REPLAY

(MONAD) 1 minute
Meeting opener for programs on teamwork, diversity and cultures.

(MONAD) 30 minute DVD
Jerry Kramer, former Green Bay Packer who played on Vince Lombardi’s championship teams, as he presents the technique of reviewing failed sales calls; while
hosting Purchasing Agents’ interviews who critique the sales’ calls.

FIRST TIME AROUND, THE

(MONAD) 25 minute DVD
Ferdinand Fournies’ concepts of Work Planning for preventing errors, delays,
misunderstandings, and nonperformance, assuring that tasks are successfully
completed the first time.

INTERNAL CUSTOMER, THE

(MONAD) 25 minute DVD
Case histories of Northern Telecom and FedX, show how implementing internal
customer service is critical for internal or external success.

FROM DELEGATION TO EMPOWERMENT: GETTING THINGS DONE THROUGH
PEOPLE

(MONAD) 21 minute DVD
Supervisors learn the need, and how to use delegating to empower, motivate
and develop subordinates into productive, satisfied employees.

INTERVIEWING

(MONAD) 30 minute DVD, with ancillary materials
Shows 4 stages of an interview. Plus how to prepare job based focused questions, avoid biases, respect legal restrictions, establish rapport, while evaluating
the candidate’s job abilities.

GET TO THE POINT & KEEP TO THE POINT

(MONAD) 28 minute DVD
Offers 6 points to help viewers understand and clarify associates and customer
problems, by “being ruthless with time, but gracious with people.”

IT’S THE LAW: THE LEGAL SIDE OF MANAGEMENT

(MONAD) 23 minute, DVD with ancillary materials
Using vignettes, this video identifies and explains important legal issues that
many managers face in today’s workplace.

GIFT FROM MRS. TIMM, A

(MONAD) 15 minute DVD
A humorous, hospital, customer service video focuses on being helpful and
courteous to the public; offering, a novel “Hitchcock” ending as justification.

JUST BE F.A.I.R./F.A.I.R. IN ACTION Series

(MONAD) 2 DVD, averaging 18 minutes with ancillary materials
This 2 part program presents the F.A.I.R. approach for creating culturally competent organizations.
1. Just Be F.A.I.R. Shows all employees what it means to be culturally competent
and why it is important.
2. F.A.I.R. In Action. Shows how to apply the F.A.I.R. Approach.

GOOD NEWS! IT’S PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL TIME

(MONAD) 20 minute DVD
Shows the employees’ role, their preparation for and participation in appraisals.
HABIT OF WINNING

L.E.A.D. WITH INTEGRITY: PROMOTING A CULTURE OF ETHICAL CONDUCT &
COMPLIANCE

(MONAD) 30 minute DVD
Jerry Kramer, former Green Bay Packer who played on Vince Lombardi’s championship teams, hosts as he explains Lombardi’s philosophy and winning techniques.

(MONAD) 26 minute DVD, with ancillary materials
Ethics are of national concern. This video using 6 real world vignettes showing
how to daily implement ethical conduct and insure legal compliance.

HOW GREAT COMPANIES GET GREAT PEOPLE

(MONAD) 20 minute DVD
Shows a unique approach for recruiting, so as to develop highly successful
groups/teams of employees.

LEADERSHIP & THE CUSTOMER REVOLUTION

(MONAD/MINDLINK) 29 minute DVD
Rich Tate, Gary Heil, and their presentation, “Liberating the Human Spirit;”
that offers details for creating a productive culture. Plus 4 case histories of
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organizations that implemented the concept, the experiences they encountered,
and how it caused employees to elevate their levels of customer service.

Stephen Dent shows all organizational employees how to identify and improve
partnering intelligence, partner with external alliances, customers, suppliers,
competitors, internal peers, team members, departments or divisions.

LEGAL BRIEFS: EMPLOYMENT LAW SERIES

PERFECTLY NORMAL DAY, A

(MONAD) DVDs average 15 minutes with ancillary materials
ADA, The: Tough Questions & Straight Answers. How the ADA daily impacts
the workplace.
Discipline & Termination: Improving Performance & Reducing Liability. Offers
5 key points for fair and litigation proof discipline and termination.
Harassment & Discrimination: Promoting Respect & Preventing Discrimination. Offers 7 key points for defining and preventing harassment/discrimination.
Recruiting & Hiring: A Managers Guide To Staying Out Of Court. Offers 6 key
points, critical for litigation proof recruiting and hiring.
Substance Abuse: The Manager’s Role In Creating And Maintaining A DrugFree Workplace. Provides 3 specific actions that manages/supervisors dealing
with the issues of substance use/abuse in the workplace.
Workplace Privacy: Does It Really Exist? offers 3 specific actions that manages/supervises can take to deal with workplace privacy issues.
Workplace Violence: The Legal Role In Keeping Your Workplace Safe. Offers
5 points for legally creating a safe workplace.

(MONAD) 28 minute DVD
A follow up to “Time Of Your Life,” it deals with critical problems of handling
single and multiple interruptions, juggling priorities, and crisis management.
PERSONAL EFFICIENCY PROGRAM, THE HOW TO GET ORGANIZED TO DO MORE
WORK IN LESS TIME

(MONAD) 26 minute DVD with updated book
Kerry Gleeson’s PEP program can multiply personal productivity, as it identifies
critical pieces of knowledge, common processes and systems to improve selfmanagement; while maximizing one’s efforts.
PRACTICE! PRACTICE!

(MONAD) 21 minute
The sister video to “When I Say No, I Feel Guilty,” shows 7 scenarios using the
skills needed for being productively assertive.

LEGAL SIDE OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL: YOU BE THE JUDGE

[MONAD] 18 minute DVD
Portraying a wrongful discharge trial, the video shows the implications of
illegal and poorly conducted performance appraisals.

REAL HEROES OF BUSINESS, THE

(MONAD) 27 minute DVD
Based on Bill Fromm’s and Len Schlesinger’s book, the video shows how to
get, train, and keep world-class service workers; getting them to exceed the
customer’s expectations.

MANAGERS AS MENTORS: BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS FOR LEARNING

(MONAD/MINDLINK) 19 minute DVD
Renowned author, consultant, and speaker, Chip Bell presents, concrete perspectives, practical techniques and tools, for making managers, supervisors,
and team leaders into successful mentors.

RESPECT & RESPONSIBILITY Series

(MONAD) 2 DVDs, averaging 25 minutes each
1. A POSITIVE APPROACH TO DISCIPLINE. Offers managers/supervisors the skills
to make discipline a productive tool in creating a productive workforce.
2. *AVOIDING COMMON DISCIPLINE MISTAKES. Offers sound, simple, practical
and well tested procedures to get people to solve their problems; and get back
to being acceptable performers.

MANAGING UP

(MONAD) 17 minute DVD
James Brolin hosts Michael LeBoeuf’s 5 step program on developing successful relationships with your boss by emphasizing how you behave toward your
boss, teaches him or her, how to treat you.

RUMOR, GOSSIP AND CONFIDENTIALITY

(MONAD) 20 minute DVD
Focuses on the consequences (legal or otherwise) and methods for protecting
proprietary information, employee privacy, and an organization’s interest.

MEN, WOMEN & WORK SERIES

(MONAD/MIINDLINK) 2 video program, 25 minutes each
Internationally recognized speaker and consultant, Audrey Nelson, explores
the unique aspects of how the sexes communicate; and how to improve the
quality of that communication.
LISTENING BETWEEN THE LINES. This video defines the listening skills of each
sex, offering guidelines to support productive communication.
UNSPOKEN MESSAGES. This video explores nonverbal communication; and how
men and women use and interpret those unspoken gestures.

S.A.L.E. SERIES

((MONAD) 3-part DVD program, with ancillary materials
Comprehensive, it equips and now an organization’s sales teams to successfully
sell, service, and brand an organization as trustworthy, confident, and customer
friendly. Using a process called S.A.L.E.: (S. set the stage), (A. analyze needs),
(L. link to solutions), (E. establish commitment), it creates a common strategy,
presented in each program, for sales managers, sales professionals, and service
and support professionals.
1. Win The S.A.L.E. For Sales Professionals
S.A.L.E. One Step At A Time For Sales Professionals (32”)
S.A.L.E. Putting It All Together For Sales Professionals (11”)
2. Coach The S.A.L.E. For Sales Managers
S.A.L.E. One Step At A Time For Sales Managers (32”)
S.A.L.E. Putting It All Together For Sales Managers (11”)
Coaching For S.A.L.E. Success For Sales Managers (12”)
3. Support The S.A.L.E. For Service And Support Professionals
S.A.L.E. One Step At A Time For Service And Support Professionals (32”)
S.A.L.E. Putting It All Together For Service And Support Professionals (11”)
S.A.L.E.S. Supporting The S.A.L.E. Process (14)

MOTIVATION: DREAM IT. WALK IT. BELIEVE IT.

(MONAD) 19 minute DVD with anciliary materialss
Interviews of real people, whose life and experiences exemplify the 3 principles
of this video in creating energized and positive work attitudes.
ON YOUR OWN

(MONAD) 7 minutes
The raising and training of race horses, correlates to how individuals and
organizations, must develop the attitude, motivation and climate for competent
successful, and productive employees.
PARTNERING INTELLIGENCE: CREATING VALUE BY BUILDING STRONG
ALLIANCES

(MONAD/MINDLINK) 19 minute DVD

SECOND EFFORT

(MONAD) 27 minute DVD
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The best seller about Vince Lombardi, his motivational and winning concepts
Being timeless, they can be applied whether creating a successful football
team (the Green Bay Packers) or successful sales people.

Monkey is a metaphor for time management problems, this video shows viewers how to see them coming; plus how to spot and control monkey eruptions.
Also available in Spanish.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT: PREVENTION, RECOGNITION, CORRECTION

TIME OF YOUR LIFE, THE

(MONAD) 25 minute DVD
Shows how to educate supervisors/managers to recognize sexual harassment;
and investigate complaints.

(MONAD) 27 minute
Based on Alan Lakein’s book, “How to Get Control of Your Time and Your Life,”
it offers help in solving time management problems; it points out 6 simple
methods for making effective use of your time.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT: IT CAN HAPPEN HERE

minute DVD with ancillary materials & Spanish
Identifies it, and what to do if employees experience or witness it.

TOAST KAIZEN: AN INTRODUCTION TO LEAN PRINCIPLES

(MONAD) 30 minute DVD
Featuring Bruce Hamilton, Shingo Prize recipient and Greater Boston Manufacturing Partnership president, the video highlights 7 deadly wastes found in both
administrative and manufacturing processes; and focuses on the before and
after conditions of Continuous Improvement implementation.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT? YOU DECIDE: REAL SITUATIONS FOR DISCUSSIONS

(MONAD) 22 minute DVD with ancillary materials
This video has over a dozen open-ended, real-life vignettes that lets viewers
decide if they constitute sexual harassment; forcing viewers to think about how
they would react to each situation.

TOTAL AWARENESS: LISTENING WITH YOUR EYES

(MONAD/MIINDLINK) 18 minute DVD; 23 minutes with Training Scenes
John Parker Stewart, helps empower viewers to listen with their eyes, as well
as their ears; in gaining the needed skills to avoid communication problems.

SMART QUESTIONS

(MONAD) 25 minute DVD
A step-by-step video on asking questions that get the right answers for sales
and non-sales situations; creating a positive, open, motivating, efficient, and
communicative atmosphere.

TOTAL AWARENESS: LISTENING WITH YOUR EYES TRAINING SCENES

(MONAD/MIINDLINK) 4 minute DVD
This video contains 3 scenarios as examples of using the skills presented
in the longer video.

TEAM OF CHAMPIONS

(MONAD/MIINDLINK) 29 minute DVD
John Parker Stewart shares the key leadership traits team builders need in
creating an effective team that successfully works together.

TRUSTWORKS! ALLIANCE BUILDING AS A FOUNDATION FOR CHANGE

(MONAD/MIINDLINK) 15 minute DVD
Cindy Olmsted offers a 3 stage process for creating change in organizations;
using the premise that for change to occur, everyone’s perceptions must be
considered, trusts must be built, and alliances created.

TEAM OF EAGLES, A

(MONAD) 17 minute DVD
Mike Singletary, formerly of the Chicago Bears, presents 5 key points that all
individuals must practice as members of successful teams; while interweaving
his experiences as reinforcement.

WAY YOU WERE, THE

(MONAD) 8 minute DVD
Is about being innovative, taking risk, being inquisitive and a nonconformist; traits
common to children that are lost when growing into adulthood.

TELEPHONE FILM, THE

(MONAD) 16 minute DVD
Telephone customer service for all, featuring answering the phone clearly, taking
correct messages, placing customers on hold, and being courteous.

WHEN I SAY NO, I FEEL GUILTY

(MONAD) 31 minute DVD
Teaches viewers how to cope with everyday problems and conflicts; both at work
or in personal life by using the skills of Systematic Assertive Training.

THEIRS NOT TO REASON WHY: THE STORY OF LT. WM. SOWDEN SIMS

(MONAD) 12 minute DVD with ancillary materials
A case study that made history, by defeating “the satisfaction of status quo.”
Useful for all levels of sales and non-sales persons, it focuses on change,
problem-solving, motivation, and selling new ideas.

WHEN YOU’RE SMILIN’

(MONAD) 6 minute DVD
A simple, unique and beautiful visualization of smiling, that creates a pleasantness that is infectious; and is highlighted by Louis Armstrong’s rendition of
When Your Smilin’.

THIS THING CALLED CHANGE

(MONAD) 9 minute DVD
Fast paced, it offers a sampling of the many changes that have occurred during
this millennium; plus powerful graphics reflecting all aspects of change.

WHY EMPLOYEES DON’T DO WHAT THEY’RE SUPPOSED TO DO

(MONAD) 25 minute DVD
Presents the concept of preventive management; and how training, guidance,
and supervision will help supervisors and managers prevent problems.

TIME & TERRITORY MANAGEMENT: TURNING TIME INTO GOLD

(MONAD) 30 minute DVD
Shows salespeople 12 steps in controlling their time and territory, turning wasted
hours into effective selling and increased sales volume.

WILD GOOSE CHASE, A

[MONAD) 5 minute DVD
A humorous combination of W.C. Fields and poor communication, making a strong
point for active listening and confirming you heard correctly.

TIME MANAGEMENT: KEEPING THE MONKEY OFF YOUR BACK

(MONAD) 30 minute DVD
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WORKING PEOPLE SMART

YOUR LINK IN THE INTERNAL SERVICE CHAIN

(MONAD/MIINDLINK) 16 minute DVD
Based on the book, “PeopleSmart: Developing Your Interpersonal Intelligence,”
the program offers 8 key points to help viewers build productive relationships
with diverse personalities.

(MONAD) 14 minute DVD
Designed for all employees, it emphasizes the need for superior internal service
and interdepartmental teamwork to maintain a successful organization.
ZEA: A STUDY OF PERCEPTION

WORKING TOGETHER WORKS

(MONAD) 5 minutes, DVD
A unique, broadly conceptual meeting opener for use in programs about
perception, change, motivation, diversity, creativity, vision, etc.

(MONAD) 22 minute DVD
Presents several factory and office scenarios; plus an animation section, all
showing how and why it’s necessary to successfully participate as a team.
WORKING TOGETHER WORKS SHORT

Video Title Coding

(MONAD) 4 minute DVD
A sparkling, animated, meeting opener for motivating and creating successful
teams..

Red

Indicates that this title is available in any one of these
files: MP4; FLV: WMV; and DVD.

WORKSMARTS: HOW TO GET ALONG, GET NOTICED, & GET AHEAD

(MONAD) 18 minute DVD
Shows viewers what it takes to fit in and succeed in an organization, by presenting 4 key, proven strategies.

Blue

Indicates that this title is only available in a DVD format.

Black

YOU

Indicates that this title is presently only available as a
master.

(MONAD) 4 minutes DVD
All of us start life enthusiastically, excited for new things, finding joy in rising
after a fall. A baby is the example in recapturing this spirit.
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